Where Samplers Rule
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Scarlet Letter’s Emma Miles 1848
December’s Sampler of the Month

Sandy’s gorgeous model, on Lakeside’s
40c with Au Ver A’Soie’s Soie d’Alger

Here’s what The Scarlet Letter’s Marsha Parker says about this
sampler: “The original sampler, made in England in 1848, was
stitched in cross, tent, counted satin and eyelet stitches on an
extremely fine glazed linen of approximately 50 threads to the inch,
measuring 12-1/4 inches square. It is unusual to find such a
meticulously and finely worked sampler with this late a date. Most
interesting is the detailed band of holly worked across the center of
the sampler. The border flowers are filled in with counted thread
satin stitch, and the tiny vignettes of Adam and Eve are done in tent
stitch over one thread of linen.”
As our Sampler of the Month, save
15% during December on your
purchase of any two of the following:
chart ($16) ~ linen (40c with 2-inch
margins $25) ~ AVAS silks ($62.40)
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If you are a member of our Attic Addicts club, and as a thankyou gift for your support throughout the year, please enjoy a onetime 15%-off Shopping Spree (No-Discount items excepted).

December at The Attic
Saturday, December 18, 1-4 PM, Our Annual Kris Kringle
Party. Special Holiday sweet treats and the Attic’s famous fruit
punch + ornament exchange for those wishing to participate.

2011
Saturday, Jannary 8, 10:30-12:30,
Beginning Linen with Linda’s new Tulip
needlebook design as the class project.
The $30 fee includes Linda’s expert
instruction as well as the chart + materials
for this very useful learning project.
Monday, January 17, 10 - 1 Button/
Crochet Trim with Linda Danielson We

Saturday,
February 26,
Nashville
Market Day

are repeating this class on the day
following our weekend gathering at the
request of several out-of-town attendees.
$35 fee includes everything. Bring your
completed pincushion to class and the
rest will be provided.

March 3-6, 11 AM Thursday - Sunday 11 AM, Our Annual
Junipine Retreat in Sedona. We’ve been doing this retreat
since 1999, at the beautiful Junipine Resort on the shores of
Oak Creek, and for the past number of years it is always sold
out. Those who come year after year are first on the list. So if
you wish, we are happy to put you on the waiting list.

Cookbooks

make

wonderful gifts . . . don’t miss
out on this great compendium of
recipes from fellow needleworkers!
Copies of the Recipes for a Cure cookbook for a
donation of $14.95 (or more) are wonderful for gift-giving
with fabulous time-tested recipes as well as complimentary
designs from the following giants in our industry:
Blackberry Lane Designs, Blackbird Designs, Blue
Ribbon Designs, Homespun Elegance, JBW Designs,
Little House Needleworks, Lizzie Kate, Mary Garry’s
Sewing Cabin, Plum Street Samplers, Priscilla’s
Pocket, and The Sampler House (Eileen Bennett).
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Jackie du Plessis
Put the weekend of Nov 4-6, 2011 on
your calendar and join us here in Mesa
for a very special weekend of workshops
with Jackie du Plessis.
We are
thrilled to announce that Jackie is
designing new projects for us, and it will
be Pinks and Pearls and Lily of the
Valley for us in November. Full project
details and photos will be available in
the Spring. Some pre-stitching involved.
T h e
handmade
easel is
a l s o
available
for $40.
The kits for Jackie’s “Indian Ink Needlebook” and the lovely
matching accessory, the Madras ornament/pincushion ($105) are
being readied and will be here soon so that you have this wonderful
project to start in the New Year. Once we have our stitching
completed, we will be offering a finishing class in the shop. The kit,
of course, includes the fabulous Scrimshaw piece created by Marcy.

January 14-16, 2011, (Martin Luther King weekend), A Primitive
Gathering with Linda Lautenschlager of Chessie & Me, Stacy Nash of
Stacy Nash Primitives, and Vickie Jennett of NeedleWorkPress

The site for this weekend event will be the new Hyatt Place in
Mesa. You may go here to read about the hotel, located in the Mesa
Riverview Shopping Center, just 3 miles from the shop: http://
phoenixmesa.place.hyatt.com/hyatt/hotels/place/index.jsp We have
gotten a room rate for the weekend of $99/night in what is Phoenix’s
“high season.” Ask for Attic Needlework’s room block when making
your reservations.
Your $395 fee includes all classes, kits and class materials, Friday
night supper, Saturday and Sunday lunches, Saturday night reception
at the shop, and a few very special surprises. A nonrefundable deposit
of $100 is required at this time, and payment in full is due before prestitching kits for Stacy Nash’s classes are issued in December.
See the next 2 pages for photos and project details.
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Friday night, 6-9 PM, Needlebook of Stitches with Chessie &
Me’s Linda. This is a wool-covered little book of stitches, its
pages filled with rows of all of Linda’s favorite decorative
stitches. In class you will complete the book assembly and then
start on stitched sections of the book. When finished, it will
provide you with a lovely little reference guide as well as a
resting place for needles & threads.

Saturday morning, 9-Noon, Unfinished Sampler with Chessie &
Me’s Linda. This sweet primitive sampler was stitched in 1785 by
Nancy Renssela but never completed. Linda says, “Upon first seeing
it, I was immediately struck by its soft colors and wondered what had
prevented Nancy from finishing it. Thus the idea for this project was
born. I thought it would be interesting to contemplate how she
might have finished it and what motifs she might have added in the
lower area. I will provide you with historical motifs and their
significance from that time period to guide you in your choices for
finishing your sampler. Using 36c or 40c (give us your preference)
Lakeside linen and Belle Soie and Gloriana silk thread, matched
closely to the colors in the original sampler, you will create your
personal version of Nancy’s sampler. You will receive stitched
pictures of the provided motifs to give you an idea of what they will
look like if used in your piece. Make it your own and let your
Creativity begin!” I can’t wait to do this, wanting to create my own
sampler for years, and now Nancy has provided a wonderful start.

Saturday afternoon, 1-4 PM (with a box lunch in Vickie’s beautiful backyard)
Visitors to the home of NeedleWorkPress at San Tan Vista Manor will feel
like they’ve traveled thousands of miles to Williamsburg, Virginia, and
awakened in a fabulous museum with dozens and dozens of wonderful samplers
and antique needlework treasures. Vickie will also have for you a choice of two
projects: A Study in Pomegranates ~ Eliza Tuck's copybook entries feature
pomegranate patterns that she borrowed from several antique samplers ~ OR a
charming project based on both a late 18th, early 19th century folk song/rhyme
and a Rebus Sampler featuring the same verse.
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Sunday morning, 9-Noon, Peacock Pinkeep Drum with Velvet
Berry Emery with Stacy Nash. With your pre-stitching finished,
you will spend the morning under Stacy’s expert guidance
constructing your pinkeep and emery and then “aging” it to
make it look like your grandmother’s. Finished size, 6" by 3”.
Your kit will include 32c cream linen, homespun for top &
bottom of pinkeep drum, tan velveteen & silk matka for berry
emery, DMC Floss, complete pattern with color photos, supply
list and finishing instructions, and sawdust for stuffing!
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Sunday afternoon, 1 - 4 PM,
Linen Schoolgirl Sewing Book with Stacy
Nash.
Again, with your prestitching completed, Stacy will teach
us the finishing and aging of this
very charming and primitive sewing
book. Finished size 9" by 6 1/2"
high when closed. Kit includes: 32c
blue-gray linen, hand-dyed wool,
homespun and cotton fabric for
finishing, brown ribbon, quilt
batting, cardboard, Complete
pattern with color photos, supply list
and finishing instructions.
How about a 2011 Stitch-Along with the
“Spanish Mystery Sampler” by Shakespeare’s
Peddler? Doing a row or so a month will get this
exquisite sampler finished by next year at this time.
Paula has agreed to lead the stitch-along, and the
January “assignment” is pictured below. We’ve
done a conversion to Belle Soie and Paula has
selected Lakeside’s 40c V. Sand Dune as her
fabric. If you choose to join us in this wonderful
project, you will receive a 15% discount on your
purchase of 2 of the following: chart $20; 40c
linen w/2-inch margins $40; Belle Soie $67.50. It
would be very lovely on 30c over one as well.
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From Italy’s Mani di Donna

Clockwise from upper left: two from MTV Designs:
in their Treasure Collection 2010, both $19,
“Christmas Pillow” and “Christmas’s Feeling” ~
two heart sets, each $15, “Cuori
Antichi” (Ancient Hearts) and “Cuori
Rossi” (Red Hearts) ~ “My Christmas Night”
$17 that is made even more adorable with
buttons (let us choose from our huge collection of
JABCO fimo/polymer clay buttons) ~ and two
sets in the “Inspirations of the Past” series
(Ispirazioni d’altri tempi), each $15, one in black
(Set in nero) and a Quaker-inspired set in browns
and blues (Set marrone ed azzurro)
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Last-Minute Gifts ~ Ready to Wrap!

Above from the left: A selection of “sampler bags” (w/matching pincushions $19/set (the bags
measure approximately 7 1/2 x 10 or a bit larger; call us to check on color/fabric selection ~
a perfect “set” for the cook in your life: Recipes for a Cure $14.95 and a useable wooden spoon
$10 that belies your love for cooking by proclaiming what you’d rather be doing! And every
needleworker in your life would love this annual “Sampler Enthusiast’s Book of Days” $12
from Vickie/NeedleWorkPress filled with inspirational quotes to begin your days with the
right frame of mind, i.e.,“Undertake pleasurable tasks each day,” like our needlework!

New from Just*Nan

Above from the left: Coming in early January, “Snow Ball,” companion to June’s “Twilight Pearls Leaf Ball,” this glistening winter delight
is stitched on 28c White Opalescent Cashel Linen, embellished with beads, pearls, beads, and snowflake charms. Leaflet with
embellishments and overdyed silk $39. “Christmas Sheep Ornament Pocket” $23 is a 2010 very Limited Edition project that includes
the beads, satin cord, chipboard, dark red felt, and hand-painted Christmas sheep pin ~ the thread winders $12 are NOT included; we
only have 2 of the sheep winders remaining and then they’re gone, but the snowflake thread winder can be ordered.
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From With Thy Needle & Thread

Above from the left: “Needles & Pins Heart Pinkeep” $9 ~ “A Winter’s Skate” $9 ~ “Home for the Holidays” $9.50

New From Lizzie Kate

“Last Minute December Limited Edition Kit” ~ Kit
includes pattern, fabric, red beads, 4 hand-dyed red
buttons (for optional finishing), white snowflake button,
and gold jingle bell. Take the stress out of an easy-tostitch, easy-to-finish (yes, even I could do this!) Christmas
gift, for $10. You supply the floss and the finishing!

Two New Primitives

Above, from Heartstring
S a m p l e r y, “ S i m p l e B o u n t y
Cupboard Sampler” $10 ~ and
from primitivebettys, “Christmas
Sampler” $10.
Purchase the
project ($50-56 depending on fabric
count), including hand-dyed linen
and the Belle Soie shown, at a
15% discount for $42.50-47.60.
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Needleworkers Share

Clockwise from upper left: Pat’s “Serenity” $18 from
Erica Michaels on 40c silk gauze ~ Rhonda’s
“Winter Stuff ” $6.50 from Poppy Kreations;
frame $38 (a quick stitch in case you’re in need
of a last-minute gift) ~ Sheri’s over-one-on-30c
“Autumn at Hawk Run Hollow” $36 ~ Sheri’s
over-one-on-29c “Red Swan Pin Pillow” $9 from
Beehive Needleworks ~ Ardeth’s “Santa’s
Magic Key” $17.50 w/roped key from Sue
Hillis Designs ~ Pat’s over-one-on-40c
“Anatolia” $18 from Ink Circles
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